COVID-19 Policy and Procedures
Entry procedures








Arrival time must not be any more than 15 minutes before the scheduled ice time.
Upon arrival at the rink, skaters and coaches are to use the front entrance of the
building, entering using the right hand doors and following the arrows to the right hand
staircase leading down to dressing room area.
ONE parent of children under the age of 12 are permitted to enter the skate tying area
of the facility to tie their children’s skates if they are incapable of doing so.
ONE parent per player will be permitted to spectate in the designated viewing areas
per hourly session – SOCIAL DISTANCING MUST BE PRACTICED WHILE OBSERVING THE
SKATE failure to do so will be grounds for removal from the facility.
Skaters and coaches may now arrive at the rink in street clothes with hockey bag.
(Due to available dressing room space, it is recommended to continue coming to the
rink fully dressed).

Ice Surface Designated Dressing Rooms – IMPORTANT
Don Jackson Surface


Rooms 2 and 4 and the hallway area outside these rooms will be designated as the entry
rooms for the Don Jackson surface. All Skaters in the hallway and room 4 must walk over
to room 2 to enter the rink through the rear door. All skaters using the Don Jackson
surface must enter the ice surface through room 2. Even skaters using room 4 and
hallway to dress must walk into room 2 after they are fully dressed (skates laced up,
gloves and helmet on, etc.) so that they can enter the rink through door that directly
connects room 2 and the ice surface. Skaters MUST NOT use the center door on the
surface to enter the rink, that door is the exit door ONLY.



Rooms 6, 8, 10 and designated areas along the Don Jackson facing hallway wall will be
the exit rooms for the Don Jackson surface. Upon exiting the surface, skaters must
follow the floor arrows to rooms 6, 8, 10 and the hallway area. Untie skates in marked
areas and exit the building using the middle staircase following the arrows leading out
to the front of the building.
No personal belongings are to be left in any of the above dressing rooms or
designated hall areas, they must be taken out to the ice surface and left on the
designated benches (these areas will be disinfected between sessions)



North American Surface






Rooms A, 1, 3 and hallway area are designated as the entry rooms for the North
American surface. Once skaters have tied their skates and put on any remaining gear,
they must follow the arrows keeping 2 metres apart before entering onto the North
American surface.
Rooms 5, the MSC Gym and the hallway closest to the studio pad will be designated as
the exit room/area for the North American surface. Upon exiting the surface, skaters
must follow the floor arrows to MSC gym and room 5. Undress in marked areas and exit
the building using the middle staircase following the arrows leading out to the front of
the building.
No personal belongings are to be left in any of the above dressing rooms, they must be
taken out to the ice surface and left on the designated benches (these areas will be
disinfected between sessions)

Studio Ice Surface






The Minto Skating Club dressing room (furthest room at the end of the hall on the left)
will be designated as the entry room for the Studio surface. Once skaters have tied their
skates and put on any remaining gear, they must follow the arrows keeping 2 metres
apart before entering onto the Studio surface.
Rooms 12 and 14 will be designated as the exit rooms for the Studio surface. Upon
exiting the surface, skaters must follow the floor arrows to rooms 12 and 14. Untie
skates in marked areas and exit the building using the middle staircase following the
arrows leading out to the front of the building.
No personal belongings are to be left in any of the above dressing rooms, they must be
taken out to the ice surface and left on the designated benches (these areas will be
disinfected between sessions)

Icetime Usage – Social Distancing Measures








Upon entering the ice surface, skaters must maintain a minimum 2 metre distance for
the duration of the skate from coaches and other participants
A maximum of twenty-five (25) skaters including coaches are to use the NA or DJ ice
surface per rented hour. Failure to comply by this rule or distancing requirements will
result in immediate removal from the facility and a non-refundable cancellation of that
icetime.
A maximum of twelve (12) skaters including coaches are to use the studio ice surface
per rented hour. Failure to comply by this rule or distancing requirements will result in
immediate removal from the facility and a non-refundable cancellation of that icetime.
No showering is permitted at the Minto Skating Centre
Based on physical distancing needs, it is recommended that groups keep their
numbers between 15 and 20 on the North American and Don Jackson surfaces, as that
is what our dressing rooms are able to accommodate. However, chairs have been
placed in the hallway to be able to accommodate 25, maximum

